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3

TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

SUMMARY

Residential
Alarm

19-23446

N Ocean Shore
Boulevard

Stolen Vehicle
(Traffic Stop)

19-23502

Belle Terre Parkway
and Pritchard Drive

Narcotics

19-23420

Palm Coast Parkway
NE

Baker Act

19-23402

Frank Place

Multiple alarms were activated from the residence with no response and all
appeared okay. At approximately 1200 hours another activation was called in.
Contact made with O1 who came outside and then refused any assistance.
FCSO attempted to stop a reckless silver Ford Mustang FL ISYD17, which fled down
Pritchard Drive. The vehicle was not pursued and visual of it was lost on Pritchard
Drive, where a firearm was located. The vehicle was observed by civilians running
the stop sign of Pine Grove Drive and turning onto Belle Terre Parkway, striking
several other vehicles. VCSO located the vehicle unoccupied at Williamson
Boulevard and Beville Road. Vehicle was towed to our impound yard for
processing.
During a traffic stop, S1 was arrested for driving while license suspended. Multiple
narcotics were located within the vehicle and she was additionally charged with
possession of cathinones with intent to distribute within 1000’ of a school,
possession of cannabis under 20 grams and possession of drug paraphernalia.
Adult male placed under a Baker Act

Baker Act

19-18598

Wynnfield Drive

Adult male placed under a Baker Act

Baker Act

19-23516

Slowdrift Turn

Juvenile placed under a Baker Act

Assault /
Battery
Stolen Vehicle

19-23505

Pepperdine Drive

19-23469

Laurel Avenue

Larceny (Grand
Theft)
Narcotics

19-23469

Yelvington Road

19-23447

Anderson Street

S1 was arrested for child after stricking a juvenile twice in the abdomen and once
in the head, causing some bruising above the eye.
V1 reported her 2017 white Toyota hatchback bearing FL tag #428PCH stolen from
her residence.
V1 advised that several pieces of equipment valued at over $100k were stolen
between January and March 9.
FCSO attempted to perform a traffic stop on a vehicle for an expired tag which
drove behind the residence. S1 on foot and during a foot pursuit he threw some
narcotics which were recovered. S1 was arrested for habitual DWLS, possession of
cathinones, possession of drug paraphernalia and resisting without violence, as
well as an outstanding writ of bodily attachment.
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